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ABSTRACT 


PARENTAL SUPPORT IN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS' ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE LEARNING 


Arvina Tan Siaw Hui 

This study aims to explore perceived parental support in undergraduate students' 
English language learning. A total of 205 undergraduate students at one of the local 
universities in Malaysia were involved in this study. The study was designed as a 
quantitative survey whereby questionnaires were utilized as instrument of data 
collection. The findings of this study revealed most of the participants' parents have 
positive attitudes towards their English language learning regardless of parents' 
educational background. Most of the parents played their role as collaborators with 
teachers in participants' English language learning. However, most of the participants 
perceived parents as language learning facilitators contribute most t(!) their English 
language learning. The evidence suggests that the ways in which parents support their 
children in English language learning are particular important as it may affect the 
development of the children as language learners. 
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ABSTRAK 


SOKONGAN IBUBAPA DALAM PEMBELAJARAN BAHASA INGGERIS 

PRASISWAZAH 


Arvina Tan Siaw Hui 

Kajian ini bertujuan meneroka pendapat prasiswazah tentang solwngan ibubapa 
dalam pembelajaran Bahasa Inggeris prasiswazah. Sejumlah 205 orang prasiswazah 
dari sesebuah universiti tempatan Malaysia telah terlibat dalam kajian ini. Soal 
selidik telah diedarkan kepada sampel pelajar bagi mengumpulkan data. Hasil kajian 
menunjukkan bahawa kebanyakan ibubapa mempunyai sikap positij terhadap 
pembelajaran Bahasa Inggeris prasiswazah dan sikap positij ini tidak berkaitan 
dengan tahap pendidikan ibubapa. Kebanyakan ibubapa memainkan peranan mereka 
sebagai pembekal dalam pembelajaran Bahasa Inggeris prasiswazah. 
Walaubagaimanapun, kebanyakan prasiswazah berpendapat bahawa ibubapa yang 
bekerjasama dengan guru memberi sumbangan yang banyak dalam pembelajaran 
Bahasa Inggeris mereka. Keterangan ini menunjukkan bahawa jenis solwngan yang 
diberi oleh ibubapa dalam pembelajaran Bahasa Inggeris anak mereka adalah 
penting di mana ia mungkin menjejaskan pekembangan lanjutan pembelajaran 
Bahasa Inggeris anak mereka. 
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CHAPTER ONE 


INTRODUCTION 


1.1 Background of the research problem 

Parents' involvement with the schools has become a major educational issue 

in the 1980s (Cotton & Wikelund, 1989). It is found that parental involvement is one 

of the many important ingredients in solving many problems in education (Fan & 

Chen, 2001). Much research studies has been done previously on parental 

involvement in children academic achievement and it has been proven to have a 

positive effect in children's academic achievement (Epstein, 1991; Gregory, 1998; 

Keith, 1991).Therefore, children's academic achievements are not determined solely 

by the teachers. In other countries such as United States and Canada, schools 

cooperate with parents in children's education as it is believed that parental 

involvement in children's education could bring positive effects to academic 

achievements. Besides, some models of parental involvement in reading in the UK 

have been developed and they proved to be beneficial (Gregory, 1998). Epstein 

(1991) found that parental involvement in learning activities at home contributes to 

positive change in reading achievement. 
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In language learning research, parental involvement is commonly considered 

to contribute to learners' language learning (Bartram, 2006; Gao, 2006). Bartram 

(2006) found that parents help to construct their children's understanding of language 

importance and status. Gao (2006), on the other hand, discovered that language 

learners' parents had created learning discourses which had motivated the learner to 

learn English. 

Language learning is an aspect different from the content learning. Language 

learning is not easy and it is not merely focused on memorizing the content as how 

people learn History and understanding the concepts as how people learn 

Mathematics. According to Spolsky (1989), a successful language learner has to 

master linguistics knowledge such as grammar and lexicon, generalized skills that are 

reading, writing, speaking and listening, pragmatics, and the ability to perfonn a 

described task. 

"Language courses are different from other curriculum topics. 
They require that the individual incorporates elements from another 
culture. As a consequence, reactions to the other culture become 
important considerations. Furthennore, because the material is not 
merely an extension of the students' own cultural heritage, the 
dynamics of the classroom and the methodology assume greater 
importance than they do in other school topics." 

(Gardner, 1985, pg. 8). 

According to Garner (1985), language learning is always related to learning 

the culture of the native speakers of the particular language. A proficient speaker of 
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the particular language would know what words to be used in communication in 

order to avoid misunderstanding. In subject learning however, learners do not need to 

study the culture background of the author. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Much work concerning parental involvement in students' academic 

achievement has been done to date. However, there is minimal infonnation available 

regarding the parental involvement in students' language learning. It is probably 

because language learners' development is commonly being associated with language 

teachers' responsibility (Gao, 2006). Nonetheless, Gao (2006) believed that enquiries 

into parental involvement in language learners' development will infonn language 

teachers and researchers about how school-family cooperation can be deepened in 

order to enhance students in their language learning. Therefore, it is the interest of 

this study to investigate the aspect concerning parental support in undergraduates' 

English language learning in Malaysia context. 

1.3 Research objectives 

This study aims to find out undergraduate students' perceptions of parental 

support on English language learning. Specifically, the objectives of the study are to 

identify: 

1. 	 what type of parental support have the undergraduate students received in 

their English language learning 
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2. which type of parental support contribute most to their English language 

learning 

3. 	 undergraduate students' perception of their parents' attitude towards their 

English language learning. 

1.4 Research questions 

In relation to the research objectives, this study attempts to answer the 

following research questions: 

1. 	 What are the roles taken by undergraduate students' parents in undergraduate 

students' English language learning? 

2. 	 Did the undergraduate students receive psychological or material supports 

from their parents in their English language learning? 

3. 	 What do the undergraduate students think about their parents' support in their 

English language learning? 

4. 	 Do the undergraduate students think that their parents have positive attitude 

toward their learning English? 

1.S Significance ofthe study 

Gao (2006) believed that enquiries into parental involvement in language 

learners' development will inform language teachers and researchers about how 

school-family cooperation can be deepened in order to enhance students in their 

language learning. Therefore, this study may help the language teachers or 
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researchers to develop a teacher-parents partnership in implementing language 

learners' development programmes. 

According to Gao (2006), parents who append a much longer time with 

children have a strong emotional attachment to them. Thus, it is also hoped that the 

results from this study could be used as means to make the parents realise their roles 

in influencing their children language learning. The parents should be made known 

that they playa major part in helping their children to further improve their language 

proficiency. 

1.6 Operational definitions of terms 

1.6.1 Parental support 

Parental support has been defined as representing many different parental 

behaviours (Gao, 2006) and parenting practices, such as parental aspirations for 

undergraduate students' English language learning and their conveyance of such 

aspirations, parents' communication with undergraduate students about English 

language learning and parental rules imposed at home that are considered to be 

English-Ianguage-Iearning-related. 

According to Gao (2006), parental support in participants' English language 

learning could be categorized into six types, which are: 
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a. As language learning advocates 


The parents often attempted to instill positive attitudes towards learning English 


among the participants from when they started learning English or even earlier, 


highlighting the critical importance of English language to the participants' future. 


For example, parents try to convince the students about the importance of learning 


English language. 


b. As language learning facilitators 


The parents provided learning conditions facilitating participants' language learning 


and used particular strategies to create learning opportunities for the participants to 


practice uses of particular strategies. For example, parents install satellite TV to 


provide quality English TV programmes. 


c. As collaborators with teachers 


The parents used private English classes and recruited private tutors to positively 


affect the participants' development as English language learners. For example, 


parents send the students to English tuition classes. 


d. As language learning advisors 


The parents gave suggestions to guide the participants' learning and strategies use 


regardless the parents have professional knowledge of language learning or language 
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teaching or not. For example, parents provide infonnation on how to learn English 

language . 

. e. As language learning coercers 

The parents tried to force the participants to develop certain strategies out of their 

convictions about language learning. This kind of parental involvement made 

language learning a burden and an unhappy experience to the participant. For 

example, parents force the students to memorize English vocabulary. 

f. As language learning nurturers 

The parents involved in participants' language learning by being with them and 

attended to the affective aspect of the participants' language learning and strategy 

use, which helped induce changes in the participants' strategy use and the adoption of 

language learning beliefs. For example, parents play the English cassette or CD and 

ask students to pay some attention to it. 
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CHAPTER TWO 


REVIEW OF LITERATURE 


2.0 Introduction 

In today's world, the importance of parental involvement in students' 

education can longer be denied. An understanding on parents' attitude towards 

students' learning in various aspects can greatly enhance the process of students' 

learning. Parental involvement which is referred to parental participation in children's 

education has been proven to have a positive effect in children's academic 

achievement (Epstein, 1991; Gregory, 1998; Keith, 1991). In addition, some models 

ofparental involvement in reading in the UK have been developed and they proved to 

be beneficial (Gregory, 1998). Epstein (1991) stated that educated parents who 

usually involve in their children's education influence their children's growth in 

reading skills. According to Fan & Chen (2001), all types of parent involvement in 

children's learning will benefit all types and ages of students in their achievement. 

Along similar lines, it is found that the more active forms of parent involvement 

produce greater achievement benefits than the more passive ones (Bartram, 2006; 

Cotton & Wikelund, 1989; Fan & Chen, 2001). In language learning research, 
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parental involvement is commonly considered to contribute to learners' language 

learning (Bartram, 2006; Gao, 2006). 

This chapter will look into English language in Malaysia, motivation in 

second and foreign language learning, and the previous studies that have done by 

various researchers in parental involvement in students' academic achievement and 

parental supports in students' foreign language learning. 

1.1 English in Malaysia 

In Malaysia, English language is considered as second language as it is the 
, 

language of the mass media: newspapers, radio and television (Pillay, 1998). It is also 

the language of large commercial and industrial organizations. A good command of 

English language in a second language situation usually is the passport to social and 

economic advancement. However, Pillay (1995) found that students who have high 

levels of competency in English language tend to come from English speaking 

homes, have greater exposure to English outside the classroom and tend to come from 

the higher socio-economic status group. This situation indicates that English has the 

foreign language status as well in Malaysia as there are still many people who do not 

speak English language in their daily life especially those disadvantaged groups. 

Therefore, government has changes the educational policy in order to improve 

English language competency among Malaysian especially the young generation 

(Pillay, 1998). 
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In 1997, the Ministry of Education set up two committees to plan programmes 

to improve proficiency levels amongst secondary school and university students. The 

Committee for Schools has come up with broad strategies to improve competency 

levels in schools. Some of the strategies for developing effective and proficient 

teachers are: upgrading training and enhancing professional development, adopting 

progressive teaching and learning strategies, upgrading and diversifying learning 

resources, providing for a more innovative and progressive assessment system, 

providing for effective monitoring, and supporting research and development at all 

levels (pillay, 1998). Obviously, parental involvement has not become an important 

research issue in relation to English learners' development in Malaysia. 

l.l Motivation in language learning 

According to Spolsky (1989), the more motivation learner has, the more time 

he or she will spend in language learning. Achievement in language learning is often 

the result of motivation (Spolsky, 1989). A truly motivated learner will have positive 

attitudes towards learning the language, desire to learn the language and effort made 

to learn the language (Spolsky, 1989). Supportive and encouraging parents who value 

foreign language learning will motivate their children in the language learning 

(Young, 1994 as cited in Bartram, 2006). However, language learners appeared to be 

motivated by instrumental motivation (Garner & Macintyre, 1991) means the 

language learners study the particular language to gain something, such as money or a 

beUcr job. 
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Parental involvement in students' academic achievement 

This section will look into factors of parental involvement in the education of 

children. The factors could affect parents' attitude toward students' language 

ing. Further, this section will look into Epstein's six types of parental 

lvement (1991) which contributes to the construction of questionnaires of the 

. Parenting styles will be discussed in this section as well. Besides, previous 

researches that have been carried out by various researchers will be discussed. 

1 Epstein's six types of parental involvement 

Epstein (1991) examined the effects of teachers' practices of parent 

involvement on students' reading and math achievement test scores over one school 

Je8l'. This study involved 293 third- and fifth-grade students in Baltimore City who 

the California Achievement Test (CAT) in the fall and spring of the 1980-81 

school year. It uses longitudinal data collection technique in which the data were 

collected 2 times in order to measure changes in achievement test scores over one 

school year. The instruments are the achievement test scores in Mathematics and 

Ileading of California Achievement Test. The students were in the classrooms of 14 

teachers who used different techniques to involve their parents in learning activities at 

home. It is interested in finding out whether teachers' practices of involving parents 

have persistent, independent effects on student achievement. Result indicated that 

parents are one of the available resources that teachers can mobilize to help more 

children to master and maintain needed skills at home. 
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Epstein (1994) has developed a framework for defining six types of parental 

involvement. This framework assists educators in developing school and family 

pannership programmes. Epstein views this issue mainly from the perspectives of 

0015. Her research is usually concerned about what schools can do to stimulate 

more active parental involvement as the more active forms of parent involvement 

produce greater achievement benefits than the more passive ones. (Bartram, 2006; 

Cotton & Wikelund, 1989; Fan & Chen, 2001). 

Below are Epstein's six types of parental involvement: 

Parenting 

Government gives help to all families to establish home environments to support 

cbiJdren as students. Parents' education and other courses or training are provided to 

parents so that the parents will know how to assist their children. 

b. Communicating 

Effective foons of school-to-home and home-to-school communications about school 

programmes and children's progress are designed. For instance, conferences with 

fIVfJfY parent at least once a year are organized. 
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Parents 

Volunteering 

It involves parents in school volunteer opportunities by recruiting and organizing 

paralts help and support. For instance, school and classroom volunteer programmes 

to help teachers, administrators, students and parents. 

ct. Learning at home 

Infonnation and ideas are provided to parents about how to how to help students at 

home with homework and other curriculum-related activities, decisions and planning. 

or instance, information is given to parents regarding skills required for students in 

all subjects at each grade. 

Decision making 

Parents are involved in school decision making. It aims to develop parent leaders and 

representatives for school reform and improvements. 

oOaborating with community 

are involved in school-community collaborations and the community 

urces are used to strengthen schools, families and students' learning. 

Parenting styles 

Gonzalez, Holbein and Quilter (2002) examined relationships among three 

panmting styles (Baumrind, 1967, 1970, 1971; Baumrind & Black, 1967; Macco by & 
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Martin, 

mutery and 

1991 

background 

demographic data. 

1983 in Gonzalez, Holbein, & Quilter, 2002), parent involvement, and 

performance goal orientations of high school students. This study 

involved 196 students enrolled in two Florida high schools. It uses questionnaire that 

a combination of the Goals Inventory (Roedel, Schraw, & Plake, 1994 in 

Gonzalez, Holbein, & Quilter, 2002) and the Parental Authority Questionnaire (Buri, 

in Gonzalez, Holbein, & Quilter, 2002) to collect the data. Besides, a 

information sheet was attached to the questionnaire to collect 

The parenting instrument employed in this study examines 

parenting styles as perceived by the student. Results indicated that an authoritative 

panmting style relates to students' mastery orientation, while the authoritarian and 

permissive parenting styles relate to students' performance orientation. 

Research on parenting styles has focused on three types, that are, 

authoritative, authoritarian and permissive. (Baumrind, 1967, 1970, 1971; Baumrind 

Black, 1967; Maccoby & Martin, 1983 in Gonzalez, Holbein, & Quilter, 2002) 

Below are the three types of parenting styles (Baumrind, 1967, 1970, 1971; Baumrind 

Black, 1967; Maccoby & Martin, 1983 in Gonzalez, Holbein, & Quilter, 2002): 

oritative 

oritative parents encourage autonomy and rely on explanations to rules rather 

1ban anphasize strict obedience. Children from authoritative homes are willing to 
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engage in exploratory behaviour. They are more self-reliant and academically 

motivated. 

Authoritarian parenting emphasizes rules with punitive consequences for 

dIaobedience. Children from authoritarian homes are more dependent on authority 

figures for making decisions and are less likely to engage in exploratory and 

cbalJenge-seeking behaviour. 

Permissive 

Permissive parents exert little control over their children's behaviour and leave 

cbildren to unassisted decision making. Children for permissive homes usually lack 

f-reUance. They have little tolerance for frustration and are less likely to persist on 

learning tasks. 

P rental involvement in students' language learning 

According to Gao (2006), society views that it is language teachers' 

.• POIIISi·bility in students' development as language learners. However, research done 

Bartram (2006) and Gao (2006) that will be further discussed below have proved 

parental involvement contribute to students' language learning. 
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